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SPECIFICATION

TITLE OF INVENTION

"GAMING DEVICE HAVING A MASKED AWARD GAME"

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains or may

contain material which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner

has no objection to the photocopy reproduction by anyone of the patent

document or the patent disclosure in exactly the form it appears in the Patent

and Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright

rights whatsoever.

DESCRIPTION

The present invention relates in general to a gaming device, and more

particularly to a gaming device having a masked award game.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Gaming devices, such as slot machines, having primary and secondary

or bonus games or schemes are well known. One well known bonus game

provides a player with a series of potential awards consisting of credits or

dollars. For example, in U.S. Patent No. 6,102,798, the processor of the

gaming device or the player selects a segment from a grid of player selectable

segments. The selected segments reveals whether or not a prize value is

associated with that segment.

Another known game is Hasbro, Inc. board game "Battleship." This

game consists of a two players each receiving an identical pegboard and a

plurality of ships. The provided plurality of ships consists of a fleet of ships of

various sizes, each ship with a plurality of pegs that engage the pegboard.

Each player arranges their ships around their respective pegboard. The game

proceeds with each player attempting to determine the location of the other

players ships on the pegboard. By selecting and announcing a specific location

on the pegboard, each player attempts to discover the arrangement of the other

player's ships on the pegboard. If the announced location corresponds with at

least one of the pegs of the other player's ships, it's a "hit". An opponent's ship

is eliminated or "sunk" by selecting the location of all the pegs on which the ship

sits. The first player to eliminate all the opposing players ships wins the game.
1
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Furthermore, U.S. Patent No. 6,309,299 discloses of a gaming device with a
video display configured as a matrix upon which scores can accumulate.
Specifically, U.S. Patent No. 6,309,299 provides a grid with icons located on the
grid itself. The gaming device selects one of the segments on the grid and if the
gaming device selected location is associated with an icon, the player is awarded a
bonus score. In another embodiment of U.S. Patent No. 6,309,299, the icons are
obscured and a player attempts to locate the obscured icons on the grid. If the
player successfully reveals an obscured icon, the player is awarded a score for the
revealed icon. A shortcoming of U.S. Patent No. 6,309,299 is that it does not allow
the gaming device to select locations of obscured icons on the grid. Additionally,
U.S. Patent No. 6,309,299 does not a allow a combination of the gaming device
and the player to select locations of obscured icons on the grid. There is a need for
new and different gaming devices related to this type of masked award game.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
According to one aspect of the invention there is provided a gaming

device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable third coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates, the second coordinates and the third coordinates intersect to define a
plurality of grid segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
a display device operable to display the grid; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

select one of the grid segments wherein at least one of said first
coordinate, said second coordinate or said third coordinate of the selected grid
segment is automatically selected by said processor and wherein at least one of
said first coordinate, said second coordinate or said third coordinate of the selected
grid segment is selected by a player;

receive an inputted player selection of:

said first coordinate of the selected grid segment if the
processor selected either of the second coordinate of the selected grid
segment or the third coordinate of the selected grid segment,

2
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(ii) said second coordinate of the selected grid segment if the
0 processor selected either of the first coordinate of the selected grid segment

or the third coordinate of the selected grid segment, or
(iii) said third coordinate of the selected grid segment if the

processor selected either of the first coordinate of the selected grid segment

Sor the second coordinate of the selected grid segment;

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment;
and

provide the revealed award, if any, to the player.
According to another aspect of the invention there is provided a gaming

Sdevice comprising:
M a plurality of independently .selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first
coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid
segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards randomly associated with said plurality of grid
segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

first automatically randomly select either one of said first coordinates
or one of said second coordinates,

then receive an inputted player selection of:

at least one of said first coordinates if the processor selected one
of the second coordinates, or

(ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the processor selected
one of the first coordinates,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment
which is based on the first and second coordinates selected by the processor and
the player, and

provide said revealed award, if any, to a player.
According to yet another aspect of the invention there is provided a gaming

device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

2a
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a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

segments which form a grid;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

first receive either an inputted player selection of at least one of said

first coordinates or an inputted player selection of at least one of said second

coordinates,

then automatically randomly select:

at least one of said first coordinates if the inputted

player selection of at least one of said second coordinates is received, or

(ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the inputted player

selection of at least one of said first coordinates is received,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,

which is based on the first and second coordinates selected by the player and the

processor, and

provide said revealed award, if any, to a player.

According to still another aspect of the invention there is provided a

gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive an independent player selection of either one of said first

coordinates or one of said second coordinates,

then automatically randomly select:

at least one of said first coordinates if the independent player

selection of at least one of said second coordinates is received, or

(ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the independent player

selection of at least one of said first coordinates is received,

2b
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reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment

based on the selections of the first coordinate and second coordinate,

S(d) receive an input indicating whether the player accepts said revealed

award, if any, or the player independently changes the first coordinate, and

if the player changes the first coordinate, reveal the award, if any,

associated with the new selected grid segment based on said changed first

coordinate and said second coordinate.

tIn According to still yet another aspect of the invention there is provided a

Ogaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

Ca plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

o coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid
0 segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive an independent player selection of one of said first

coordinates and one of said second coordinates,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment

based on the player's selection of the first coordinate and second coordinate,

receive an inputted player selection, wherein said inputted player

selection indicates whether the player accepts said revealed award, if any, or the

player causes the processor to independently change the first coordinate,

if the player causes the processor to independently change the first

coordinate, randomly independently change the first coordinate, and

if the processor changes the first coordinate, reveal the award, if any,

associated with the new selected grid segment based on said changed first

coordinate and said second coordinate.

According to even still yet another aspect of the invention there is provided a

gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

segments which form a grid;

2c
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a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;S a display device operable to display the grid; and0, a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
cause the independent selection of one of the first coordinates and

one of the second coordinates,
S(b) reveal any award associated with the selected grid segment,

for each independent selection of one of the first coordinates and one
t of the second coordinates, automatically cause the selection of another grid
_segment by changing one of the coordinates, and

reveal any award associated with the automatically selected grid
segment.

SAccording to a further aspect of the invention there is provided a gaming
device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid
segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
a display device operable to display the grid; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates
and one of said second coordinates to select at least one grid segment;

reveal the award, if any, associated with the player selected grid
segment;

for each player selected grid segment, automatically randomly
change one of said player's selected first coordinate with an independently selected
first coordinate;

reveal the award, if any, associated with the grid segment; and
provide said award, if any, to the player.

According to a still further aspect of the invention there is provided a gaming
device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

2d
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a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first
o coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

csegments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
receive a player selection of a plurality of said first coordinates and a

plurality of said second coordinates,
O select a grid segment by independently selecting one of said plurality

of player selected first coordinates and one of said plurality of player selected
c' second coordinates,

S(c) reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,
0 and

provide the revealed award, if any, to the player.
According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

gaming device comprising;

a plurality of first coordinates;

a plurality of second coordinates;

one or more first coordinate awards, wherein said first coordinate awards
are associated with said plurality of first coordinates regardless of said plurality of

second coordinates;

one or more second coordinate awards, wherein said second coordinate
awards are associated with said plurality of second coordinates regardless of said
plurality of first coordinates;

a plurality of segments, each said segment defined by an intersection of one
of the first coordinates and one of the second coordinates;

a selected segment, wherein said selected segment is selected from said
plurality of segments through independent selection of one of the first coordinates
and one of the second coordinates; and

an award based on the first coordinate award associated with the first
coordinate of said selected segment or the second coordinate award associated
with the second coordinate of said selected segment.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a
gaming device comprising:

2e
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a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

Sa plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

Ct segments which form a grid;

a plurality of usable symbols associated with said plurality of grid segments;

C1 a display device operable to display said grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

tIt select one of the grid segments by receiving from a player either an

independent selection of one of said first coordinates or an independent selection of

IN 10 one of said second coordinates and said processor automatically independently

C selecting:

one of said first coordinates if the independent selection of

C1 one of said second coordinates is received, or

(ii) one of said second coordinates if the independent selection of

one of the first coordinates is received, and

reveal the usable symbol, if any, associated with the selected grid

segment.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

segments;

a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;

a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of

the second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates

and one of said second coordinates to select at least one grid segment,

reveal the value, if any, associated with each player selected first

coordinate and second coordinate,

2f
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reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the player selected grid
0 segment, and

provide the player a total award based on any said revealed values
and any said revealed modifier.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a
gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

O coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid
segments;

VO
C a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;
o a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first coordinates and a
0 plurality of the second coordinates;

a display device; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

cause the selection of at least one grid segment by causing the
independent selection of one of said first coordinates and one of said second
coordinates,

reveal the value, if any, associated with each selected first
coordinate and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,
and

provide a player a total award based on any said revealed values and
any said revealed modifier.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a
gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid
segments;

a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;
a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of

the second coordinates;

a display device; and

2g
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a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates

and one of said second coordinates to select one of the grid segments,

reveal the value, if any, associated with each player selected first

coordinate and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the player selected grid

segment,

receive an input indicating whether the player accepts an award

which is based on any said revealed values and any said revealed modifier or the

player randomly independently changes the first coordinate, and

if the player changes the first coordinate, reveal the value, if any,

associated with the changed first coordinate and reveal the modifier, if any,

associated with the changed grid segment.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid

segments;

a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;

a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of

the second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

cause the selection of at least one grid segment by the independent

selection of one of said first coordinates and one of said second coordinates;

reveal the value, if any, associated with each selected first coordinate

and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,

receive an input indicating whether a player accepts an award which

is based on said revealed values and revealed modifier or causes the random

independent change of the selected first coordinate to another one of said first

coordinates, and

2h
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if the first coordinate is changed, reveal the value, if any, associated

with the changed first coordinate and reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the

grid segment defined by the changed first coordinate and the selected second

coordinate.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

method of operating a wagering gaming device, said method comprising the steps

of:

associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments;

selecting one of said grid segments by independently selecting first

and second coordinates which intersect to define said grid segments, wherein a

player selects either one of said independently selected first and second

coordinates of said selected grid segment and wherein a processor is programmed

to automatically select:

said independently selected first coordinate of said selected

grid segment if the player selects said independently selected second

coordinate, or

(ii) said independently selected second coordinate of said

selected grid segment if the player selects said independently selected first

coordinate;

revealing the award, if any, associated with said selected grid

segment; and

providing the revealed award, if any, to a player.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the steps of:

triggering a game;

associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments

defined by a plurality of first coordinates and a plurality of second coordinates, each

grid segment being defined by an intersection of one of the first coordinates and

one of the second coordinates;

receiving an inputted player selection of one of said first coordinates;

automatically randomly independently selecting one of the second

coordinates, wherein a processor is programmed to automatically randomly

independently select one of the second coordinates after the inputted player

selection is received;

2i
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revealing the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment

O defined by the selected first coordinate and the selected second coordinate;

Cl providing the revealed award, if any, to the player; and

terminating the game.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

C- method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the steps of:

triggering a game;

S(b) associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments;

selecting one of said grid segments by independently selecting first

and second coordinates which intersect to define said grid segments;Va
S(d) revealing the award, if any, associated with said selected grid

osegment;
0 automatically modifying the selected grid segment by independently

changing at least one of the selected first and second coordinates;

revealing the award, if any, associated with the modified grid

segment;

providing the revealed award, if any, from step to a player; and

terminating the game.

According to yet still further aspect of the invention there is provided a

method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the steps of:

triggering a game;

associating a plurality of values with a plurality of independently

selectable first coordinates and independently selectable second coordinates of a

grid;

associating a plurality of modifiers with a plurality of grid segments

defined by an intersection of said first and second coordinates;

causing the selection of one of said grid segments by causing the

independent selection of one of the first coordinates and one of the second

coordinates;

revealing the values, if any, associated with the independently

selected first and second coordinates;

revealing the modifier, if any, associated with said selected grid

segment; and

2j
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providing an award to a player based on said revealed values, if any,

o and said revealed modifier, if any.

The present invention provides a gaming device having a game with masked
awards associated with segments of a grid. The game of the present invention may

be provided in a primary or base game or a secondary or bonus game. The

present invention is discussed and illustrated primarily with respect to a two

dimensional grid, however it should be appreciated that a three dimensional grid

t may be employed in accordance with the present invention. In one embodiment of

Othe present invention, upon the initiation of the game, the gaming device randomly

associates a plurality of awards, such as a credit amount, a dollar amount or aVa
C' modifier, with a plurality of segments of a grid. The associated awards are noten

initially revealed to the player. It should be appreciated that in one preferred
0 embodiment, the number of awards are less than the number of segments of the

grid resulting in a plurality of grid segments, each with no associated award. The

gaming device provides a player with a number of opportunities to select segments

of the grid by independently indicating both a first or horizontal coordinate and a

second or vertical coordinate. It should be appreciated that the coordinates may be

other than horizontal and vertical in accordance with the present invention. The

number of opportunities may be pre-determined, randomly determined or

determined during the play of, for example, a base game. The processor of the

gaming

2k
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device reveals the award, if any, associated with the player selected grid

segment. If no award is associated with the selected grid segment, the

processor of the gaming device will reveal a 'miss' or other no award indication.

It should be appreciated that the no award or 'miss' indication associated with a

player selected grid segment remains revealed for subsequent player grid

segment selections. When the player has no remaining opportunities to select

grid segments, the game ends and the player obtains an award based on any

revealed awards.

In an alternative embodiment, the player independently selects the first or

horizontal coordinate of the grid segment to be revealed and the processor of

the gaming device randomly selects the second or vertical coordinate.

Alternatively, the player independently selects the vertical coordinate of the grid

segment to be revealed and the processor of the gaming device randomly

selects the horizontal coordinate. In another embodiment, the gaming device

randomly, but independently, selects each of the first and second or vertical and

horizontal coordinates of the grid segment to be revealed.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, after the gaming

device has revealed the award, if any, associated with a segment of the grid, the

processor of the gaming device may independently change either the first or

horizontal coordinate, the second or vertical coordinate or both coordinates of

the player fully or partially selected grid segment. The modified grid segment

corresponding to the changed coordinate(s) replaces the player's initial selected

segment. This would result in the player no longer obtaining the initial revealed

award, if any, associated with the previously revealed segment, but rather the

player obtaining the award, if any, associated with the revealed modified grid

segment. Alternatively, the player may obtain both awards, if any, the higher

award or the lower award. In an alternative embodiment, the processor of the

gaming device may change the coordinates of a player selected grid segment a

number of times. In a further alternative embodiment, each award associated

with a selected grid segment is offered to the player. The player may accept the

award and end the game or may reject the award in hope of achieving a higher

award associated with another grid segment. In one such embodiment, after a

plurality of changes to the offered awards, a final award is provided to the

player. The awards offered to the player may be determined using any of the
3
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alternative embodiments set forth herein. Thus, it should be appreciated that

the present invention may be employed in an offer/acceptance type primary or

secondary game of a wagering gaming device.

In an alternative embodiment, a plurality of usable symbols are

associated with a plurality of awards. In this embodiment, each usable symbol

may be associated with more than one grid segment. This embodiment

proceeds as described above, however a player may obtain an award only from

a completely revealed usable symbol. This embodiment allows the player to

partially reveal a usable symbol and not obtain the award associated with the

usable symbol until the usable symbol is completely revealed. It should be

appreciated that in one such embodiment, if the player has no remaining

opportunities to select grid segments, the player will not obtain any award for

any partially revealed usable symbols.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, a plurality of first

or horizontal coordinates and a plurality of second or vertical coordinates are

associated with a masked value, such as a credit or dollar amount. Additionally,

a plurality of grid segments are associated with an award, such as a modifier.

The value, if any, associated with each horizontal and each vertical coordinate

is not initially displayed to the player. Upon the initiation of the game, the

gaming device prompts the player to independently select each of a horizontal

and a vertical coordinate that corresponds to a grid segment. Once selected,

the gaming device reveals the award associated with the selected grid segment.

The gaming device also reveals the values, if any, associated with the selected

horizontal and vertical coordinates. The player's award, if any, is a combination

of the value associated with the selected horizontal coordinate, the value

associated with the selected vertical coordinate and the revealed award

associated with the selected grid segment.

It is therefore an advantage of the present invention to provide a gaming

device with a masked award game.

Other objects, features and advantages of the invention will be apparent

from the following detailed disclosure, taken in conjunction with the

accompanying sheets of drawings, wherein like numerals refer to like parts,

elements, components, steps and processes.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figs. 1A and 1 B are perspective views of alternative embodiments of the

gaming device of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram of the electronic configuration of one

embodiment of the gaming device of the present invention.

Figs. 3A to 3E are front elevational views of a grid of one embodiment of

the present invention illustrating the player selected grid segments revealing an

associated award.

Figs. 3F to 3G are front elevational views of a grid of an alternative

embodiment of the present invention illustrating the gaming device modifying

the player selected grid segments.

Figs. 4A and 4B are front elevational views of a grid of an alternative

embodiment of the present invention illustrating the gaming device revealing a

partial award.

Figs. 5A and 5B are front elevational views of a grid of an alternative

embodiment of the present invention illustrating the gaming device revealing

awards associated with the coordinates of the grid.

Figs. 6A to 6D are front elevational views of a grid of an alternative

embodiment of the present invention illustrating values associated with the

coordinates and a modifier such as a multiplier associated with the grid

segments.

Fig. 7A to 7C are front elevational views of an alternative embodiment of

the present invention illustrating a three dimensional grid.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Gaming Device and Electronics

Referring now to the drawings, two embodiments of the gaming device of

the present invention are illustrated in Figs. 1A and 1B as gaming device 

and gaming device 10b, respectively. Gaming device 10a and/or gaming device

are generally referred to herein as gaming device 10. Gaming device 10 is

preferably a slot machine having the controls, displays and features of a

conventional slot machine. It is constructed so that a player can operate it while

standing or sitting, and gaming device 10 is preferably mounted on a console.

However, it should be appreciated that gaming device 10 can be constructed as

a pub-style table-top game (not shown) which a player can operate preferably
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while sitting. Furthermore, gaming device 10 can be constructed with varying

cabinet and display designs, as illustrated by the designs shown in Figs. 1A and

lB. Gaming device 10 can also be implemented as a program code stored in a

detachable cartridge for operating a hand-held video game device. Also,

gaming device 10 can be implemented as a program code stored on a disk or

other memory device which a player can use in a desktop or laptop personal

computer or other computerized platform.

Gaming device 10 can incorporate any primary game such as slot, poker,

blackjack or keno, any of their bonus triggering events and any of their bonus

round games. The symbols and indicia used on and in gaming device 10 may

be in mechanical, electrical or video form.

As illustrated in Figs. 1A and 1B, gaming device 10 includes a coin slot

12 and bill acceptor 14 where the player inserts money, coins or tokens. The

player can place coins in the coin slot 12 or paper money in the bill acceptor 14.

Other devices could be used for accepting payment such as readers or

validators for credit cards or debit cards. When a player inserts money in

gaming device 10, a number of credits corresponding to the amount deposited

is shown in a credit display 16. After depositing the appropriate amount of

money, a player can begin the game by pulling arm 18 or pushing play button

20. Play button 20 can be any play activator used by the player which starts

any game or sequence of events in the gaming device.

As shown in Figs. IA and 1B, gaming device 10 also includes a bet

display 22 and a bet one button 24. The player places a bet by pushing the bet

one button 24. The player can increase the bet by one credit each time the

player pushes the bet one button 24. When the player pushes the bet one

button 24, the number of credits shown in the credit display 16 decreases by

one, and the number of credits shown in the bet display 22 increases by one.

A player may cash out and thereby receive a number of coins

corresponding to the number of remaining credits by pushing a cash out button

26. When the player cashes out, the player receives the coins in a coin payout

tray 28. The gaming device 10 may employ other payout mechanisms such as

credit slips redeemable by a cashier or electronically recordable cards which

keep track of the player's credits.
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Gaming device 10 also includes one or more display devices. The

embodiment shown in Fig. 1A includes a central display device 30, and the

alternative embodiment shown in Fig. 1 B includes a central display device 30 as

well as an upper display device 32. Gaming device 10 preferably displays a

plurality of reels 34, preferably three to five reels 34 in mechanical or video form

at one or more of the display devices. A display device can be any viewing

surface such as glass, a video monitor or screen, a liquid crystal display or any

other display mechanism. If the reels 34 are in video form, the display device

for the video reels 34 is preferably a video monitor.

Each reel 34 displays a plurality of indicia such as bells, hearts, fruits,

numbers, letters, bars or other images which preferably correspond to a theme

associated with the gaming device 10. Furthermore, gaming device 

preferably includes speakers 36 for making sounds or playing music.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the general electronic configuration of gaming

device 10 preferably includes: a processor 38; a memory device 40 for storing

program code or other data; a central display device 30; an upper display

device 32; a sound card 42; a plurality of speakers 36; and one or more input

devices 44. The processor 38 is preferably a microprocessor or microcontroller-

based platform which is capable of displaying images, symbols and other indicia

such as images of people, characters, places, things and faces of cards. The

memory device 40 can include random access memory (RAM) 46 for storing

event data or other data generated or used during a particular game. The

memory device 40 can also include read only memory (ROM) 48 for storing

program code which controls the gaming device 10 so that it plays a particular

game in accordance with applicable game rules and pay tables.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the player preferably uses the input devices 44,

such as pull arm 18, play button 20, the bet one button 24 and the cash out

button 26 to input signals into gaming device 10. In certain instances it is

preferable to use a touch screen 50 and an associated touch screen controller

52 instead of a conventional video monitor display device. Touch screen 

and touch screen controller 52 are connected to a video controller 54 and

processor 38. A player can make decisions and input signals into the gaming

device 10 by touching touch screen 50 at the appropriate places. As further

illustrated in Fig. 2, the processor 38 can be connected to coin slot 12 or bill
7
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acceptor 14. The processor 38 can be programmed to require a player to

deposit a certain amount of money in order to start the game.

It should be appreciated that although a processor 38 and memory

device 40 are preferable implementations of the present invention, the present

invention can also be implemented using one or more application-specific

integrated circuits (ASIC's) or other hard-wired devices, or using mechanical

devices (collectively and/or alternatively referred to herein as a "processor").

Furthermore, although the processor 38 and memory device 40 preferably

reside on each gaming device 10 unit, it is possible to provide some or all of

their functions at a central location such as a network server for communication

to a playing station such as over a local area network (LAN), wide area network

(WAN), Internet connection, microwave link, and the like. The processor 38 and

memory device 40 is generally referred to herein as the computer or controller.

With reference to Figs. 1A, 1B and 2, to operate the gaming device 10 in

one embodiment the player must insert the appropriate amount of money or

tokens at coin slot 12 or bill acceptor 14 and then pull the arm 18 or push the

play button 20. The reels 34 will then begin to spin. Eventually, the reels 34 will

come to a stop. As long as the player has credits remaining, the player can spin

the reels 34 again. Depending upon where the reels 34 stop, the player may or

may not win additional credits.

In addition to winning credits in this manner, preferably gaming device 

also gives players the opportunity to win credits in a bonus round. This type of

gaming device 10 will include a program which will automatically begin a bonus

round when the player has achieved a qualifying condition in the game. This

qualifying condition can be a particular arrangement of indicia on a display

device. The gaming device 10 preferably uses a video-based central display

device 30 to enable the player to play the bonus round. Preferably, the

qualifying condition is a predetermined combination of indicia appearing on a

plurality of reels 34. As illustrated in the five reel slot game shown in Figs. 1A

and 1B, the qualifying condition could be the number seven appearing on three

adjacent reels 34 along a payline 56. It should be appreciated that the present

invention can include one or more paylines displayed in a horizontal and/or

diagonal fashion.
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Masked Award Game

Referring generally to Figs. 3A to 3E, one embodiment of the masked

award game of the present invention provides a screen or display which

displays a plurality of segments of a grid. The present invention is discussed

and illustrated primarily with a grid composed of six independently selectable

first or horizontal and six independently selectable second or vertical

coordinates; however, it should be appreciated that any suitable number of each

coordinate may be employed in accordance with the present invention. Each

segment has a corresponding horizontal and vertical independently selectable

coordinate that indicates its relative position on the grid. The screen or display

is preferably a touch screen, which in certain embodiments enables the player

to select a grid segment to obtain an award. The screen displays a plurality of

segments of the grid. The gaming device preferably provides a plurality of

awards, such as a credit amount, a dollar amount, one or more free games, or a

modifier, which are randomly associated with a plurality of segments of the grid.

Each grid segment preferably does not initially display the award, if any,

associated with the grid segment. Alternatively, a plurality of grid segments may

be associated with additional player opportunities to select grid segments,

usable symbols associated with awards or any combination thereof. It should

be appreciated that in one embodiment, there are more grid segments than

awards. Thus, a plurality of segments of the grid will each have no associated

award. In alternative embodiments, there are less grid segments than awards

or the same number of grid segments and awards.

The gaming device may randomly select the award associated with each

grid segment from a pre-determined pool of award. Alternatively, the gaming

device may have multiple pre-determined pools of awards. Alternatively, the

gaming device may randomly select awards from a pre-determined range of

awards. The awards associated with any grid segment are preferably randomly

determined each time the game is triggered.

At the onset of the game, the gaming device determines the number of

opportunities the player will have to select segments of the grid. It should be

appreciated that the number of opportunities may be randomly determined,

predetermined or determined otherwise such as in a primary game if the game

of the present invention is employed as a secondary game. For example, the
9
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number of opportunities may be related to the player's wager during the primary

game. For increased entertainment, the number of remaining opportunities to

select grid segments may not be revealed to the player. Each time the player

selects a grid segment, the number of opportunities to select a grid segment is

decreased by one.

Upon the triggering of the game, in one embodiment, the gaming device

prompts the player to select a grid segment by independently inputting a first or
horizontal coordinate and a second or vertical coordinate. The processor of the

gaming device reveals the award, if any, associated with the player selected

grid segment. If no award is associated with the selected grid segment, the

processor of the gaming device will reveal a 'miss' or other no award indication.

It should be appreciated that the no award or'miss' indication associated with a

player selected grid segment remains revealed for subsequent player grid

segment selections. When the player has no remaining opportunities to select

grid segments, the game ends and the player obtains a combination of any

revealed awards. A display device displays to the player any award obtained as

well as the number of remaining opportunities to select segments of the grid

remaining. In an alternative embodiment (not shown), after the player has

obtained an award, the gaming device reveals the awards associated with the

non-selected grid segments. This provides increased entertainment to the
player by revealing all the potential awards the player could have obtained

during the game.

Referring to Fig. 3A, the gaming device provides a segmented grid 100.
Upon the initiation of the game, the gaming device provides the player a number

of opportunities to select grid segments. In this case, the gaming device

provided the player two opportunities, displayed in the picks remaining display

152. In this embodiment, there are six independently selectable vertical

coordinates 102, 104, 106, 108, 110, and 112 labeled A, B, C, D, E and F,
respectively. The are also six independently selectable horizontal coordinates

114, 116, 118, 120, 122 and 124 labeled 1,2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The
gaming device prompts the player to select a grid segment by independently

selecting one vertical coordinate and one horizontal coordinate. As seen in Fig.

3B, the player selected grid segment B-4 by individually and independently

selecting highlighted vertical coordinate B numbered 130 and highlighted
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horizontal coordinate 4 numbered 132. The gaming device subsequently

reveals the award, if any, associated with the player selected grid segment. As

revealed in Fig. 3C, selected grid segment B-4 had no associated award as

indicated by the highlighted "miss 0" symbol 160. Accordingly, the award

amount display 150 displayed an award amount of zero. Appropriate

messages such as "PLEASE SELECT YOUR VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL

COORDINATES" and "YOUR SELECTED GRID SEGMENT IS B-4 WHICH

HAS AN AWARD OF ZERO CREDITS" are preferably provided to the player

visually, or through suitable audio or audiovisual displays.

Since the player had at least one pick remaining 152, the gaming device

prompts the player to select another grid segment by independently selecting

one vertical coordinate and one horizontal coordinate. It should be appreciated

that the "miss 0" symbol 160 of revealed grid segment B-4 remains revealed for

subsequent player grid segment selections. As seen in Fig. 3D, the player next

selected grid segment E-2 by individually and independently selecting

highlighted vertical coordinate E numbered 134 and highlighted horizontal

coordinate 2 numbered 136. As revealed in Fig. 3E, selected grid segment E-2

had an associated award amount of five credits as indicated by the highlighted

"Hit 5" symbol 162. Accordingly, the award amount display 150 displayed the

revealed award amount of five. Appropriate messages such as "PLEASE

SELECT YOUR VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL COORDINATES" and "YOUR

SELECTED GRID SEGMENT IS E-2 WHICH HAS AN AWARD OF FIVE

CREDITS" are preferably provided to the player visually, or through suitable

audio or audiovisual displays. With zero picks remaining 152, the player obtains

a combination of all the revealed awards, in this case five, and the game ends.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, the processor randomly

associates the values or hits and the non-values or misses with the grid

segments or pairs of coordinates after each pair or designated numbers of

coordinates is selected by the player.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, the player

independently selects the first or horizontal coordinate and the processor of the

gaming device randomly selects the second or vertical coordinate. Alternatively,

the player independently selects the vertical coordinate and the processor of the

gaming device randomly selects the horizontal coordinate. Thus, each selection
11
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of a grid segment is determined in part by the player and in part randomly by the

processor of the gaming device. This embodiment provides increased

entertainment to the player because the player has only a partial control in

selecting the grid segment that represents their award. In another embodiment,

the processor of the gaming device randomly, but independently, selects each

of the first and second or vertical and horizontal coordinates of a grid segment.

It should be appreciated that during the play of a single game, the processor of

the gaming device may independently select the first or horizontal coordinate of

one grid segment selection and subsequently independently select the second

or vertical coordinate of the following grid segment selection. It should further

be appreciated that in one embodiment of the present invention, after the value

associated with horizontal and vertical coordinates are revealed, such as for

coordinate B4 in Fig. 3C, the player or the processor may change one of the

coordinates (such as coordinate to coordinate The gaming device

would then reveal the value associated with the new coordinate. The changing

of one coordinate could be allowed by the game one or more consecutive times

by the player or randomly by the processor.

Referring in general to Figs. 3F and 3G, in an alternative embodiment of

the present invention, after the gaming device has revealed the award, if any,

associated with a segment of the grid, the processor of the gaming device may

independently change either the first or horizontal coordinate, the second or

vertical coordinate or both coordinates of the player fully or partially selected

grid segment. The modified grid segment corresponding to the changed

coordinate(s) replaces the player's initial selected grid segment. This would

result in the player no longer obtaining the revealed award, if any, associated

with the initial revealed segment, but rather the player obtaining the award, if

any, associated with the revealed modified grid segment. Alternatively, the

player may obtain both awards, if any, the higher award or the lower award.

This embodiment provides increased entertainment to the player because the

player is shown the revealed awards that the player might have obtained had

the gaming device not intervened and selected another grid segment. In an

alternative embodiment, the processor of the gaming device may subsequently

independently change the coordinates of the revealed modified grid segment.

In another embodiment, each time the processor of the gaming device modifies
12
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the player's selected segment with a modified grid segment, the player may
accept or reject the award associated with the modified grid segment. The
player may be given the accept/reject option before or after the award
associated with the modified grid segment is revealed to the player.

As seen in Fig. 3F, after the player independently selected the
coordinates for two grid segments (segments B-4 numbered 160 and E-2
numbered 162) that revealed the awards of zero and five, respectively, the
processor of the gaming device has randomly, but independently selected new
horizontal coordinate 6 numbered 138 as the horizontal coordinate of the
player's last selected grid segment. As revealed in Fig. 3G, selected grid
segment E-6 had an associated award amount of ten credits as indicated by the
highlighted "Hit 10" symbol 164. Accordingly, the award amount display 150
displayed the modified revealed award amount of ten. It should be appreciated
that the player may obtain a combination of the award associated with the
player selected grid segment and the award associated with the gaming device
modified grid segment. Appropriate messages such as "YOUR NEW
HORIZONTAL COORDINATE IS 6" and "YOUR MODIFIED GRID SEGMENT
IS E-6 WHICH HAS AN AWARD OF TEN CREDITS" are preferably provided to
the player visually, or through suitable audio or audiovisual displays.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, the game
proceeds as described above, however, the processor of the gaming device
prompts the player to select a plurality of first horizontal coordinates and a
plurality of second or vertical coordinates. The processor of the gaming device
randomly, but independently, selects one horizontal and one vertical coordinate
from the player selected pluralities of horizontal and vertical coordinates. The
processor selected horizontal and vertical coordinates correspond to the grid
segment to be revealed. This embodiment provides increased entertainment to
the player because the revealed grid segment is determined in part by the
player and in part randomly by the processor.

Referring generally to Figs. 4A and 4B, in an alternative embodiment of
the present invention, a plurality of usable symbols are associated with a
plurality of segments of the grid. Each usable symbol may be associated with
more than one grid segment. In this embodiment, each usable symbol is
associated with an award amount or a modifier. The game proceeds as

13
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described above, however, if a selected grid segment is associated with a

usable symbol that is associated with more than one grid segments, then the

player obtains no award until the entire usable symbol is revealed. For

increased entertainment, the award amount or modifier associated with each

usable symbol may not be revealed to the player until the end of the game. This

embodiment may result in the player independently selecting the coordinates of

a grid segment only to reveal a partial usable symbol, but with no remaining

opportunities to select segments, the player will not obtain any award, resulting

in increased excitement and entertainment for the player.

As illustrated in Fig. 4A, after previously selecting two grid segments

(segments B-2 numbered 166 and D-4 numbered 166) that revealed no usable

symbol, the player next selected grid segment F-2 by individually and

independently selecting highlighted vertical coordinate F numbered 140 and

highlighted horizontal coordinate 2 numbered 142. As revealed in Fig. 4A,

selected grid segment F-2 reveals only a partial usable symbol 168. After

revealing a partial usable symbol, the player's next selection would logically be

a grid segment adjacent to the partially revealed usable symbol to reveal the

entire usable symbol. In this case, as revealed in Fig. 4B, the player next

selected grid segment E-2 by individually and independently selecting

highlighted vertical coordinate E numbered 144 and highlighted horizontal

coordinate 2 numbered 146. The selected grid segment E-2 reveals the other

portion of the partially revealed usable symbol in segment E-2. The usable

symbol associated with grid segments E-2 and F-2 numbered 170 had an

associated award amount of thirty credits, as displayed in the award amount

display 150. With zero picks remaining 152 and an entire usable symbol

revealed, the player obtains the award associated with the revealed usable

symbol and the game ends. It should be appreciated that had the player if zero

picks remaining after revealing the partial usable symbol, the game would end

with the player receiving no award for any partially revealed usable symbols.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, a plurality of first

or horizontal coordinates and a plurality of second or vertical coordinates are

associated with masked values, such as credit or dollar amounts. Additionally,

a plurality of grid segments are each associated with a plurality of awards, such

as a modifier. The masked values, if any, associated with each first or
14
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horizontal and each second or vertical coordinate are not initially displayed to
the player. The awards, if any, associated with each grid segment are not
initially displayed to the player. Upon the initiation of the game, the gaming

device prompts the player to independently select a first or horizontal and a
second or vertical coordinate that corresponds to a grid segment. Once
selected, the gaming device reveals the award, if any, associated with the
selected grid segment. The gaming device also reveals the masked values, if
any, associated with the independently selected horizontal and vertical
coordinates. In an alternative embodiment, the gaming device reveals the
awards associated with each horizontal coordinate, each vertical coordinate and
each grid segment. The player's award, if any, is based on or a combination of
the value associated with the independently selected horizontal coordinate, the
value associated with the independently selected vertical coordinate and the
revealed award associated with the selected grid segment.

As illustrated in Fig. 5A, the player had already independently selected

their horizontal and vertical coordinates. In this case, the player individually and
independently selected highlighted vertical coordinate C numbered 148 and

highlighted horizontal coordinate 2 numbered 149. As shown in Fig. 5A, the
processor of the gaming device revealed the selected grid segment 0-2 which

had an associated modifier of 3X numbered 172. As revealed in Fig. 5B, the
processor of the gaming device revealed the award amounts associated with

each horizontal coordinate 180 and each vertical coordinate 182. With zero
picks remaining 152, the player obtains an award of forty-eight credits. The
player's award is a combination of one 182 (the value assigned to

independently selected vertical coordinate C) plus fifteen 180 (the value
assigned to independently selected horizontal coordinate 2) multiplied by three
(the revealed modifier associated with grid segment C-2) as displayed in the

award amount display 150.

A further example of one embodiment of the present invention is
illustrated in Figs. 6A to 6D. In Fig. 6A, the display device displays a plurality of
columns labeled 1 through 6 and a plurality of rows labeled A through F. The
player is directed to select a vertical coordinate and a horizontal coordinate. As
illustrated in Fig. 6B, the player selects horizontal coordinate column 5 and the
display device displays the value associated with the horizontal coordinate 
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which is 40. The display device also highlights column 5 and informs the player
to select the vertical coordinate. As further illustrated in Fig. 6C, the player
selects the vertical coordinate F and the display device reveals the value of 

associated with the coordinate or row F as well as the multiplier 5X or other

modifier associated with the coordinate grid segment F5. The display device

informs the player that the player's selected vertical coordinate is F which has a

value of 20, the selected horizontal coordinate is 5 which has a value of 40, and

the selected grid segment isF-5 which has a multiplier of 5. The display device

also informs the player that the total award is 300 and that the player may keep

this award or change one of the coordinates to obtain another award.

As further illustrated in Fig. 6D, the player changes the vertical coordinate

to D and the display device displays the award value of 100 associated with the

coordinate D. The multiplier associated with grid segment D5 is 4X. The

gaming device display also informs players that the player's new selected

coordinate is D which has an award value of 100, that the selected horizontal

coordinate is 5 which has an award value of 40, and that the selected grid

segment is now D5 which has a multiplier of 4. The display device also informs

the player that the total award is 560 credits. In one embodiment which enables

the player to make only one change of a coordinate, the player is provided the

award after the change if the player decides to make the change.

In other alternative embodiments, the gaming device may enable the

player to change the coordinates more than once. Alternatively, the gaming

device may allow one change of each coordinate, multiple changes of one

coordinate, multiple changes of both coordinates and variations thereof. The

gaming device may also determine the number of changes based on some
other random event or player interactive event or otherwise. Alternatively, the

processor may randomly make the changes or the player and the processor

may each make one or more of the changes. It should also be appreciated that

in one embodiment of the present invention, the display device may display to

the player or reveal to the player the ranges of values in the rows, or in and/or

columns each of the different rows and/or columns and the range of multipliers

or other modifiers in the grid segments which enables the player to make

informed decisions. Accordingly, it should be appreciated that if the player picks

a high value in a row or column, the player may want to change the other
16
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coordinate to obtain a maximum corresponding value and corresponding

multiplier.

It should also be appreciated that the modifier could alternatively be other

awards such as bonus credits or awards represented by bonus game symbols,

bonus games represented by bonus game symbols, free game or spins

represented by free game or spin symbols, and other usable or function

elements of a game represented by usable symbols.

In another alternative embodiment, as illustrated in Figs. 7A to 7C, the

gaming device displays more than two coordinates such as three coordinates in

a three dimensional grid with first or horizontal, second or vertical and third or

depth coordinates. This embodiment proceeds as described above, however

since there are three coordinates for each grid segment, in alternative

embodiments, the player may individually and independently select zero, one,

two or three coordinates of a grid segment to be revealed, with the processor of

the gaming device randomly but independently selecting three, two, one or zero

coordinates, respectively.

Referring to Fig. 7A, the gaming device provides a segmented three

dimensional grid 200. Upon the initiation of the game, the gaming device

provides the player a number of opportunities to select grid segments. In this

case, the gaming device provided the player one opportunity, displayed in the

picks remaining display 252. In this embodiment, the gaming device prompts

the player to select one of four independently selectable horizontal coordinates

202, 204, 206 and 208 labeled 1,2, 3 and 4, respectively. In this embodiment,

the gaming device will randomly, but independently, select the other

coordinates of the grid segment to be revealed. As seen in Fig. 7B, the player

individually and independently selected highlighted horizontal coordinate 4

numbered 208. The gaming device randomly but independently selected

coordinates D numbered 212 and I numbered 214. As revealed in Fig. 7C,

selected grid segment D-4-I had an associated award of twenty as indicated by

the highlighted "hit 20" symbol 220. Accordingly, the award amount display 250

displayed an award amount of twenty. Appropriate messages such as

"PLEASE SELECT YOUR HORIZONTAL COORDINATE" and "YOUR

SELECTED GRID SEGMENT IS D-4-1 WHICH HAS AN AWARD OF TWENTY

CREDITS" are preferably provided to the player visually, or through suitable
17
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audio or audiovisual displays. It should be appreciated that the embodiments

o described above in relation to the two coordinate grid segment can be employed for
0 grid segments having more than two coordinates.

SWhile the present invention is described in connection with what is presently

considered to be the most practical and preferred embodiments, it should be

Sappreciated that the invention is not limited to the disclosed embodiments, and is

intended to cover various modifications and equivalent arrangements included

t within the spirit and scope of the claims. Modifications and variations in the present
Oinvention may be made without departing from the novel aspects of the invention as

defined in the claims, and this application is limited only by the scope of the claims.
Va
C It is to be understood that any acknowledgement of prior art in this

ospecification is not to be taken as an admission that this acknowledged prior art
0 forms part of the common general knowledge in Australia or elsewhere.
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Claims

o 1. A gaming device comprising:
a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable firstecond coordinates;

~a plurality of independently selectable thisecond coordinates, wherein the first
a plurality of independently selectable third coordinates, wherein the first

Scoordinates, the second coordinates and the third coordinates intersect to define a
plurality of grid segments which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
Va display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
IN select one of the grid segments wherein at least one of said first

M coordinate, said second coordinate or said third coordinate of the selected grid
osegment is automatically selected by said processor and wherein at least one of said

l first coordinate, said second coordinate or said third coordinate of the selected grid
segment is selected by a player;

receive an inputted player selection of:
said first coordinate of the selected grid segment if the processor

selected either of the second coordinate of the selected grid segment or the
third coordinate of the selected grid segment,

(ii) said second coordinate of the selected grid segment if the
processor selected either of the first coordinate of the selected grid segment or
the third coordinate of the selected grid segment, or

(iii) said third coordinate of the selected grid segment if the
processor selected either of the first coordinate of the selected grid segment or
the second coordinate of the selected grid segment;

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment; and
provide the revealed award, if any, to the player.

2. The gaming device of Claim 12, wherein the processor is operable to
receive two independent player selections selected from said first coordinates, said
second coordinates and said third coordinates.

3. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the plurality of awards are
randomly selected from at least one pool of awards.
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4. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the number of awards are less

than, greater than or equal to the number of grid segments.

The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the processor is operable to

receive independent player selections of at least one of said first coordinates and at

least two of said second coordinates.

6. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the processor is operable to

receive independent player selections of a plurality of said first coordinates and a

plurality of said second coordinates.

7. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the processor is operable to

randomly associate said plurality of awards with said plurality of grid segments.

8. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein said processor is operable with

the display device to cause said revealed awards to remain revealed for at least one

subsequent grid segment selection.

9. The gaming device of Claim 1, wherein the processor is operable with

the display device to reveal the awards associated with the non-selected grid

segments.

The gaming device of Claim 1, which includes a number of player picks

of said grid segments.

11. The gaming device of Claim 10, wherein the number of player picks are

predetermined.

12. The gaming device of Claim 10, wherein the number of player picks are

randomly determined.

13. The gaming device of Claim 10, wherein the number of player picks are

determined by the play of a preceding game.

14. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
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a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;

a plurality of awards randomly associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

first automatically randomly select either one of said first coordinates or one

of said second coordinates,

then receive an inputted player selection of:

at least one of said first coordinates if the processor selected one of

the second coordinates, or

(ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the processor selected one

of the first coordinates,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment which is

based on the first and second coordinates selected by the processor and the player,

and

provide said revealed award, if any, to a player.

The gaming device of Claim 14, which includes a plurality of

independently selectable third coordinates, wherein the first, second and third

coordinates define the plurality of grid segments of the grid.

16. The gaming device of Claim 15, wherein the processor randomly selects

one of said third coordinates.

17. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

first receive either an inputted player selection of at least one of said first

coordinates or an inputted player selection of at least one of said second coordinates,

then automatically randomly select:

at least one of said first coordinates if the inputted
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player selection of at least one of said second coordinates is received, or
o (ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the inputted player
0 selection

Sof at least one of said first coordinates is received,
reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment, which is

based on the first and second coordinates selected by the player and the processor,
and

provide said revealed award, if any, to a player.

18. The gaming device of Claim 17, which includes a plurality of
INO independently selectable third coordinates, wherein the first, second and third
C coordinates define the plurality of grid segments.

S19. The gaming device of Claim 18, wherein the processor randomly selects
one of said third coordinates.

A gaming device comprising:
a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments
which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
a display device operable to display the grid; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive an independent player selection of either one of said first
coordinates or one of said second coordinates,

then automatically randomly select:
at least one of said first coordinates if the independent player selection

of at least one of said second coordinates is received, or
(ii) at least one of said second coordinates if the independent player

selection of at least one of said first coordinates is received,
reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment based on

the selections of the first coordinate and second coordinate,
receive an input indicating whether the player accepts said revealed award,

if any, or the player independently changes the first coordinate, and
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if the player changes the first coordinate, reveal the award, if any, associated
o with the new selected grid segment based on said changed first coordinate and said
0 second coordinate.

21. The gaming device of Claim 20, which includes providing to the player
the award, if any, associated with the new selected grid segment based on said
changed first coordinate and said second coordinate.

22. A gaming device comprising:
10 a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

Na plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first
ncoordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;
a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;
a display device operable to display the grid; and
a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive an independent player selection of one of said first coordinates and
one of said second coordinates,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment based on
the player's selection of the first coordinate and second coordinate,

receive an inputted player selection, wherein said inputted player selection
indicates whether the player accepts said revealed award, if any, or the player causes
the processor to independently change the first coordinate,

if the player causes the processor to independently change the first
coordinate, randomly independently change the first coordinate, and

if the processor changes the first coordinate, reveal the award, if any,
associated with the new selected grid segment based on said changed first coordinate
and said second coordinate.

23. The gaming device of Claim 22, which includes providing to the player
the award, if any, associated with the new selected grid segment based on said
changed first coordinate and said second coordinate.

24. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
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a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

O coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

C which form a grid;

Sa plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

C a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

cause the independent selection of one of the first coordinates and one of

the second coordinates,In

O(b) reveal any award associated with the selected grid segment,

for each independent selection of one of the first coordinates and one of the

Cl second coordinates, automatically cause the selection of another grid segment by

M changing one of the coordinates, and

reveal any award associated with the automatically selected grid segment.

25. The gaming device of Claim 24, wherein the processor independently

selects one of the first coordinates and one of the second coordinates.

26. The gaming device of Claim 24, wherein the processor receives

independent player selections of one of the first coordinates and one of the second

coordinates.

27. The gaming device of Claim 24, wherein the processor selects another

grid segment by randomly changing one of the coordinates.

28. The gaming device of Claim 24, wherein the player selects another grid

segment by randomly changing one of the coordinates.

29. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
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receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates and

0 one of said second coordinates to select at least one grid segment;
0
c reveal the award, if any, associated with the player selected grid segment;

for each player selected grid segment, automatically randomly change one

of said player's selected first coordinate with an independently selected first coordinate;

reveal the award, if any, associated with the grid segment; and

provide said award, if any, to the player.

The gaming device of Claim 29, wherein the processor is operable to

receive an acceptance or a rejection of said award, if any, by the player prior to said

INO change of one of said player's selected first coordinates.

S31. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;

a plurality of awards associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display the grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive a player selection of a plurality of said first coordinates and a

plurality of said second coordinates,

select a grid segment by independently selecting one of said plurality of

player selected first coordinates and one of said plurality of player selected second

coordinates,

reveal the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment, and

provide the revealed award, if any, to the player.

32. A gaming device comprising;

a plurality of first coordinates;

a plurality of second coordinates;

one or more first coordinate awards, wherein said first coordinate awards are

associated with said plurality of first coordinates regardless of said plurality of second

coordinates;
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one or more second coordinate awards, wherein said second coordinate awards

are associated with said plurality of second coordinates regardless of said plurality of

N first coordinates;

a plurality of segments, each said segment defined by an intersection of one of

the first coordinates and one of the second coordinates;

a selected segment, wherein said selected segment is selected from said

plurality of segments through independent selection of one of the first coordinates and

one of the second coordinates; and

Can award based on the first coordinate award associated with the first

coordinate of said selected segment or the second coordinate award associated with

Nthe second coordinate of said selected segment.ci

S33. The gaming device of Claim 32, which includes means for the player to

independently select at least one of the first or second coordinates.

34. The gaming device of Claim 33, which includes means for independently

changing one of the selected first or second coordinates to modify said award.

A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments

which form a grid;

a plurality of usable symbols associated with said plurality of grid segments;

a display device operable to display said grid; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

select one of the grid segments by receiving from a player either an

independent selection of one of said first coordinates or an independent selection of

one of said second coordinates and said processor automatically independently

selecting:

one of said first coordinates if

the independent selection of one of said second coordinates is received, or

(ii) one of said second coordinates if the independent selection of one of

the first coordinates is received, and

reveal the usable symbol, if any, associated with the selected grid

segment.
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O 36. The gaming device of Claim 35, wherein the usable symbol is selected

C from the group consisting of multiplier symbols, bonus award symbols, bonus game
Ssymbols, free game symbols and credit symbols.

37. The gaming device of Claim 35, at least two of the usable symbols are

co-acting symbols.

38. The gaming device of Claim 37, wherein the two co-acting usuable
10 symbols are associated with adjacent grid segments.

Va
Cf 39. The gaming device of Claim 38, wherein the processor is operable to

oprovide the player the award associated with said two usable symbols when the grid
segments associated with said two usable symbols are selected.

The gaming device of Claim 36, which includes a plurality of
independently selectable third coordinates, wherein the first, second and third

coordinates define said plurality of grid segments.

41. The gaming device of Claim 41, wherein the processor is operable to

facilitate the independent selection one of the third coordinates.

42. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments;

a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;

a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of the

second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates and

one of said second coordinates to select at least one grid segment,

reveal the value, if any, associated with each player selected first

coordinate and second coordinate,
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reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the player selected grid segment,
and

S(d) provide the player a total award based on any said revealed values and any
Ssaid revealed modifier.

c-s 

43. The gaming device of Claim 42, wherein the processor is operable to
reveal the value, if any, associated with the first coordinates and second coordinates.

S44. A gaming device comprising:

10 a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
^0 a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

M coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments;
a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;

Sa plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first coordinates and a
plurality of the second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:

cause the selection of at least one grid segment by causing the
independent selection of one of said first coordinates and one of said second
coordinates,

reveal the value, if any, associated with each selected first coordinate
and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,
and

provide a player a total award based on any said revealed values and
any said revealed modifier.

The gaming device of Claim 44, wherein one of the values is associated
with each of the first coordinates and each of the second coordinates.

46. The gaming device of Claim 44, wherein the modifiers are multipliers.

47. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;

a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first
coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments;
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a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;
O a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of the

second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
receive independent player selections of one of said first coordinates

and one of said second coordinates to select one of the grid segments,
reveal the value, if any, associated with each player selected first

O coordinate and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the player selected grid
O segment,

receive an input indicating whether the player accepts an award which is
based on any said revealed values and any said revealed modifier or the player
randomly independently changes the first coordinate, and

if the player changes the first coordinate, reveal the value, if any,
associated with the changed first coordinate and reveal the modifier, if any, associated
with the changed grid segment.

48. The gaming device of Claim 47, which includes providing to the player a
changed award based on any said revealed value for the changed first coordinate, said
selected second coordinate and any said revealed modifier.

49. The gaming device of Claim 47, wherein each said value is associated
with a different one of the first coordinates or the second coordinates.

The gaming device of Claim 47, wherein the modifiers are multipliers.

51. A gaming device comprising:

a plurality of independently selectable first coordinates;
a plurality of independently selectable second coordinates, wherein the first

coordinates and the second coordinates intersect to define a plurality of grid segments;
a plurality of modifiers associated with said grid segments;
a plurality of values associated with a plurality of the first and a plurality of the

second coordinates;

a display device; and

a processor programmed to operate with the display device to:
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cause the selection of at least one grid segment by the independent

selection of one of said first coordinates and one of said second coordinates;

reveal the value, if any, associated with each selected first coordinate

and second coordinate,

reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the selected grid segment,

receive an input indicating whether a player accepts an award which is

based on said revealed values and revealed modifier or causes the random

V independent change of the selected first coordinate to another one of said first

coordinates, and

if the first coordinate is changed, reveal the value, if any, associated with
Nthe changed first coordinate and reveal the modifier, if any, associated with the grid

M segment defined by the changed first coordinate and the selected second coordinate.

52. The gaming device of Claim 51, which includes providing to the player a

changed award based on any said revealed value for the changed first coordinate, said

second coordinate said second coordinate and any said revealed modifier.

53. The gaming device of Claim 51, wherein each said value is associated

with a different one of the first coordinates or the second coordinates.

54. The gaming device of Claim 51, wherein the modifiers are multipliers.

A method of operating a wagering gaming device, said method

comprising the steps of:

associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments;

selecting one of said grid segments by independently selecting first and

second coordinates which intersect to define said grid segments, wherein a player

selects either one of said independently selected first and second coordinates of said

selected grid segment and wherein a processor is programmed to automatically select:

said independently selected first coordinate of said selected grid

segment if the player selects said independently selected second coordinate, or

(ii) said independently selected second coordinate of said selected

grid segment if the player selects said independently selected first coordinate;

revealing the award, if any, associated with said selected grid segment;

and

providing the revealed award, if any, to a player.
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O 56. The method of Claim 55, which includes repeating steps through (c)

C at least once.

57. The method of Claim 55 wherein the step of selecting the grid segment

cl includes receiving an independent player selection of at least one of the first and

second coordinates.

58. The method of Claim 55, wherein the step of selecting the grid segment

includes said processor randomly independently selecting at least one of the first and

second coordinates.
Cl,

59. The method of Claim 55, which includes the step of modifying one of the
selected first and second coordinates to determine another grid segment, and providing

a player the award, if any, associated with said grid segment.

The method of Claim 55, wherein the award, if any, revealed in step (d)

remains revealed for at least one subsequent pick of one of the grid segments.

61. The method of Claim 55, which further includes the step of revealing the

awards associated with the non-selected grid segments.

62. The method of Claim 55, wherein at least one award in step is

associated with a plurality of adjacent grid segments.

63. The method of Claim 62, wherein step include revealing any partial

award associated with adjacent grid segments.

64. The method of Claim 55, which includes operating the gaming device

through a data network.

The method of Claim 64, wherein the data network is an internet.

66. A method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the

steps of:

triggering a game;
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associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments defined

by a plurality of first coordinates and a plurality of second coordinates, each grid

C, segment being defined by an intersection of one of the first coordinates and one of the

Ssecond coordinates;

receiving an inputted player selection of one of said first coordinates;

l automatically randomly independently selecting one of the second

coordinates, wherein a processor is programmed to automatically randomly

independently select one of the second coordinates after the inputted player selection

O is received;

revealing the award, if any, associated with the selected grid segment

ICO defined by the selected first coordinate and the selected second coordinate;

C providing the revealed award, if any, to the player; and

terminating the game.

67. The method of Claim 66, which includes repeating steps to at

least once.

68. The method of Claim 66, which includes operating the gaming device

through a data network.

69. The method of Claim 68, wherein the data network is an internet.

A method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the

steps of:

triggering a game;

associating a plurality of awards with a plurality of grid segments;

selecting one of said grid segments by independently selecting first and

second coordinates which intersect to define said grid segments;

revealing the award, if any, associated with said selected grid segment;

automatically modifying the selected grid segment by independently

changing at least one of the selected first and second coordinates;

revealing the award, if any, associated with the modified grid segment;

providing the revealed award, if any, from step to a player; and

terminating the game.
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71. The method of Claim 70, which includes operating the gaming device

through a data network.

72. The method of Claim 71, wherein the data network is an internet.

73. A method of operating a gaming device, said method comprising the

steps of:

triggering a game;

associating a plurality of values with a plurality of independently

selectable

4 first coordinates and independently selectable second coordinates of a grid;

C associating a plurality of modifiers with a plurality of grid segments

odefined by an intersection of said first and second coordinates;
causing the selection of one of said grid segments by causing the

independent selection of one of the first coordinates and one of the second

coordinates;

revealing the values, if any, associated with the independently selected

first

and second coordinates;

revealing the modifier, if any, associated with said selected grid

segment; and

providing an award to a player based on said revealed values, if any, and

said revealed modifier, if any.

74. The method of Claim 73, which includes causing one of the selected first

coordinates to be changed to reveal one of the values, if any, associated with the

changed first coordinate and one of the modifiers, if any, associated with the changed

grid segment.

75. The method of Claim 75, which includes operating the gaming device

through a data network.

76. The method of Claim 74, wherein the data network is an intemrnet.

77. A gaming device substantially as described with reference to and as

illustrated in the accompanying figures.
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O 78. A method of operating a wagering gaming device substantially as

C- described with reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying figures.

79. A method of operating a gaming device substantially as described with

reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying figures.

.A gaming device operable under control of a processor substantially as

described with reference to and as illustrated in the accompanying figures.
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